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A few project images

Lathe cutting tools
Tool posts

Drill stops

Artwork projects – earrings

Indexing tools
Dovetail lathe stop / mill lock
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Dovetail toy
Zero budget, zero effort mill vise

Miniature plane mill vise

Playing with a rotary table

Swiveled base for the self-made vise – working
with a rotary table
Machining a tilt table

Keyways with rounded corners – flanges

Fast tool change system
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Project list

low budget mill vise
hole punch
lathe lock
drill stops
adjustable gibs plate
machinist jack
lathe tool posts
kids (?) toy
angle plate
dovetail lathe stop / mill
lock
indexing chuck holder
plane mill vise
tilt table
fast tool change system
swiveled base
handwheel (lathe work)
monster mill vise
flange

++, 120
++, 120
++, 60
+, 10
+++, 60
++, 20

tilt table

182
143
178
207
134
186

rotary table

++, 60
+++, 120

X
X

boring
drilling

167,130
134,161

+++, 90

X

dovetail /
T-slot
cutter

++, 30
+, 30
+, 30
++, 60
+, 60
+, 15
+, 10
+, 10
++, 20
+, 60

fly cutter

121
118
132
170
55
119
138
82
115
149
199
157

required tools

end mill

chuck storage rack

level, time
(min)
swiveled
vise

turning tools

page

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

/x
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

(X)

X
X
X
X
X

X

(X)

X
(x)
X

X

The “++” indicate the difficulty level (from + simple to ++++ difficult) which is certainly a matter of taste and depends also
on the tooling at hand. The time estimates may be somewhat optimistic and assume advanced machining skills. (x) indicates
that options exist in regard of the required tooling.
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Disclaimer
This book has been written carefully, and all projects and procedures have been tested
thoroughly. However, as always, the author cannot guarantee that the procedures are perfect
and without any mistakes. In addition, it is impossible to predict and prevent all of the possible
problems someone may possibly run into when working with power tools. Using a motor tool
can be dangerous, and the proper use is the responsibility of the person using the tool. If you
are not perfectly comfortable with working with motor tools, then don’t do it! In this case, take
a metal working class rather than following a do-it-yourself outline, or find a different hobby.
No one else can jump in if you may make a mistake that results in harming yourself or
damaging the tools you use. Do not use half broken or banged up tools, possibly purchased on
the cheap at a secondhand store or who-knows-where. These will be overwhelming to handle
in the beginning. Also note that metal work is a rather expensive hobby. Thoughtful work will
be your responsibility.
The author makes no representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy or
completeness of the content.
The author is not a professional machinist or engineer. In fact, the author has a PhD
in physics and teaches physical chemistry at a college. Therefore, no information provided
herein represents professional advice or best practices in machining. All information is
provided to help hobbyists and other non-professionals gain a better understanding of using
a tabletop milling machine for hobby type work.
The statements and procedures may not coincide with Sherline’s Inc. or Grizzly’s Inc.
opinion or interests.
All trademaks or copyrights are property of their owners.
Website adresses are given without warantee and without guarantee of any kind. Use
them causiously on your own risk. Webcontent may have changed since the time the author
visited those sites.
The author is not an employee of or agent for any of the vendors referenced in the text and
does not sell or represent any of the third party products discussed.
You may perform all of the operations herein described at your own risk. To the fullest
extent permitted by law, LatheCity disclaims responsibility for injuries or damage to
equipment related to your work. In no event shall the liability exceel the purchase price of
the product. Legal action against LatheCity may be tried in Fargo, North Dakota, USA.
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Pictograms used in this book

→

Object of a given Chapter/brief introduction.
Start of a project. The Chapter numbers are given in the
content list.

Internet

Internet addresses of potentially useful sites. However,
web sites may be infected by computer viruses. Use them at
your own risk.

Movie

STOP

E
PE PA
L/M

Σ
G

Tip:

....

Safety notes. It is not my intention to bother you, and
this book is meant for adults with advanced machining skills,
not for children. Therefore, whether you read the safety
notes or not is your decision. However, don’t blame me if you
do not take the few minutes to do this and end up in the
hospital. All procedures are performed at your own risk.
Engineering terms or topics are described here. You
may skip these if you are only interested in the operation of
the tool. Remember, though, that knowledge also always
provides protection (safety). If you know what you’re doing...
right.

Projects: engineering/artwork projects
Comparison of lathe and mill operations. Most of us
started with lathe work, that is, these comparisons can help
gaining a deeper understanding (even of lathe work).

Summary of the Chapters. See content list for Chapter
numbers.
Note specifically related to the Grizzly mill. This book
focuses on the Sherline mill, but does include some
comments related to larger milling machines such as Grizzly
and Bridgeport systems.

Tips and tricks

The idea of using pictograms is to allow for fast browsing as well as making the book
more appealing to read. Straight text is hard to digest and boring after a while.
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Featured Milling Machines:

P/N 3050/3053 – Sherline’s mill column attached to their lathes, Fig. 2.1
P/N 5000/5100 – typical mill table from Sherline, Fig. 2.3
G0720R – Grizzly heavy-duty bench top mill, Fig. 2.4
Bridgeport mill – a few notes and images of full size mills, Fig. 2.2
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Book 4

Part A:
First
steps
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sherline’s mill attachment to their
lathe and accessories are shown

How is this book structured - introduction
What is a milling machine? - how to decide which one to purchase ?
What hardware will I need to get started with milling?
First things first - required safety notes – how to work safely?
The very first project on the mill - how can I get started?
Simple cross-slide lock - how to reduce vibrations?
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Index
Convex-radius mills 99
Cellular manufacturing 162
Corner radius 186
Carbide end mills 197
Center cutting end mill 97
Clutch 205, 213

A
Adjustable gib 56, 132, 140
Angle scales 237
ANSI 39, 40, 95, 125
ANSI code for inserts 125
Angle plate 84, 199
Automatic tapping 212

D
Datum points 103
Drill stops 119
Drill press 64, 77, 127
Drill press vise 77
Drill mill 30
DRO 220
Digital Readout, DRO 220
Down milling 66
Dovetail slot 141
Dovetail joints 137
Dovetail cutter 135
Degree of freedom 168
Down milling 67
Dial indicator 106
Dykem 109

B
B18 128
Brass 195
Bed-type milling machines 30
Belt mill systems 30
Backlash correction 57, 59
Boring 99, 167
Boring head 167
Boring bar 167
Brinell 195
Bridgeport mill 29
Bull nose end mill 98
Buddy system 39

C

E

Chuck storage rack 118
Cut 63
Chamfer angle 135
Compound slide 138
Column-and-knee milling machines 30
Cross-slide lock 55
Coordinates 65
Conventional milling 66
Climb milling 67
Clamping sets 86
Collets 91
Collet blocks 89
Composite part 161

External key way 115
Earrings 126
Edge finder 104
End mill holder 92

F
Fast change tool post 115
Face milling 151
Form tools 100
Female dovetail 138
Face width 135
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Keyway cutter 96, 98

Firearms 32
Face milling 29, 98, 146
Flutes 92, 95
Feed 63
Fly cutter 151
Face mill 151
Form milling 29
Flange 186
Friction clutch 213

L
Lathe stop 132
LASER protractor 128
Low budget mill vise 129
Locating 102
Layout Dye 106
Leadloy 188

G

M

Grizzly Mill 201
Grizzly mill specs 212
Gib 56, 140
Gear head mills 30
Group technology 162
Grey cast iron 198

Machinist jacks 81
Mill vise 74
Measuring dovetails 134
Male dovetail 134
Miniature holes 125
Mill column 27
Minimum tooling 34
Morse type holders 93
Morse taper 93
Mill drills 199

H
Hammer it 79
Handwheels 104
Horizontal mill 31
Headstock drilling 128
Hole blocks 82
Hogging 96
Hardness 188, 191

N
Nylock 193, 96

O

I

Opitz code 155
Operation plan 151

Indicating 82, 105
Internal key way 115
Indexing equipment 125
Interrupted cuts 51, 70, 148

P
Parallels 77
Profile milling 99
Plane mill vise 157
Process plan 155
Propagation of error 102
Parts family 155
Plastics 188

J
K
Keyway 52, 167
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T
Tapping 201
Taylor tool life equation 188
Tool post 113
T-slot cutter 142
Turning set 119
Telescopes 138
Tilt table 184
T-slot adapters 85
T-nuts 86, 87
T-slot cutter 142
Toy 144
Twist drills 93

Q
R
Radius cutter 165, 214
Rotary table 167
R8 collet 90, 94
Roll-in milling 70
Rotatable mill vise 79e
Routing sheet 155
Ripping 96
R8 to MT 202

U
UNIMAT lathe/mill 92, 96, 127
Up milling 66

S
Step blocks 84
Scales tamplates 217
Strap clamp 82, 84
Sine bar 80, 81
Swiveled base 79
Shank 95
Sherline mill 27
Sherline mill specs 212
Side milling 108
Slotting 29
Slip clutch 202
Slab milling 29
Spiral fluted taps 201
Safety 39
Spindle rotation 63, 197
Shims 76
Sine vise 80, 184
Screw-on type holders 99, 126
Squaring parts 104, 106
Shell end mill arbor 94

V
Vise 73
Vertical mill 27, 94
Vibrations 55
V-block 84

W
Weldon shank 96
Wiggler 102
Working with wood 116, 181, 190
Ways 133
Worm drive 169
Worm gear 169
Worm 169
Woodruff cutter 98

X
X-coordinate 65
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Y

Z

Y-coordinate 65

Z-coordinate 65

55.5° 136
12L14 195
C1018 196
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